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There’s no denying that it’s a dark time for
hospitality—decreased occupancy, furloughs,
layoffs and a whole lot of uncertainty. The
industry is beginning to recover, however,
and adding to its rebound are designers—
designers who are staying as creative as ever
while accommodating new safety protocols and
staying flexible as they change.
Sandra Vlock, principal artist of Studio
Vlock, is adding some brightness to an
otherwise dreary time, with an artistic spin on
a hotel commonplace.
Vlock’s Fireballs add more than heat;
they add complexity through their design.
For Vlock, hospitality’s holy grail is the
guest experience, which now is primarily
experienced outdoors.
“The Fireball is not just a fire pit amenity,”
Vlock said. “These work so well in bespoke
environments because they elevate the
mundane or merely functional into something
magical and totally unexpected—integrating
art into the landscape. The imagery for these
Fireballs tells a story that is contextual and
captures an authentic sense of place—stories
that connect people to unique cultures,
locations and special moments.”
The Fireball idea sparked several years ago
for Vlock during a family trip to the British
Virgin Islands.
“On Tortola, I was intrigued by an artist
working in steel, designing fire sculptures,”
Vlock recalled. “The imagery captured the
spirit of the islands. But, what really inspired
me was the allure of fire and how it naturally
draws people together and shapes the space
around it. To me, this is the very essence of
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architecture: the choreography of human
activity and creating a sense of place. Soon
after, I came across these antique steel mooring
buoys on eBay. I knew exactly what I wanted
to do with them: use my own imagination
to capture the maritime environment of the
place I call ‘home,’ Long Island Sound and the
Connecticut shoreline. What began as a one-off
idea really took off.”
Process is the most important aspect of
design for Vlock, who is constantly sketching
and keeping a visual diary wherever she is.
“There’s an immediacy and richness
to the sketch—those first impressions and
observations are foundational to my work
and provide the through-thread of the design
process, from concept to installation,” she
said. “As an architect, I learned how to listen
and find the essence of things, creating a
strong sense of place and choreographing
the experience to be memorable. This is my
thought process now designing the Fireballs.”
Vlock is currently working as architect,
artist and client on a project to restore and
transform one of the last remaining equestrian
ranches in the Coachella Valley, she said, to
become the Desert Dreams Ranch.
“This really is the whole package for me:
collaboration, architecture and sculptural
work of my own design that will be integrated
throughout the property and connect with the
natural environment of the desert,” Vlock said.
“It is also a creative collaboration with former
clients and friends (The Ruin Venue and The
Inn at the Ruin).”
According to the artist, she’s constantly
exploring new ways to create functional fine
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art, or art you live with, as she calls it, also
designing shade structures and Fire Totems (a
reimagination of the ubiquitous patio heater).
“Because the steel shell of the Fireball is
literally cut away like a big paper doll, it has a
transparency to it that encourages people to
gather all around without limiting activity and
interaction,” she said.
The Fireballs can be wood burning or
propane-fired, but for hospitality, propane is
the safer choice as it can be easily operated.
“Fireball installations create opportunities
for people to come together,” Vlock said. “That
is exactly what we all crave, especially now in
this new world of physical distancing. We don’t
want to be socially disconnected.”
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